WORKING ON THE GEAR AND TENT CREW

1. Physically Strenuous

2. Opening Ceremony Responsibilities

   Physical Requirements: Must be able to drive a 26’ truck (no special license needed, except a valid driver’s license) and be able to lift 50–80 lbs.

   Attend Training: Must be able to drive a 26’ truck and attend the driver training session on the Thursday before the event (no special license needed, except a valid driver’s license).

   Opening Ceremony Responsibilities: Load, secure, transport, unload and organize all participants’ gear from the Opening Ceremony to camp on Friday.

3. Camp Responsibilities

   Camp Responsibilities:
   • Distribute and collect sleeping tents from all participants and crew members.
   • Help walkers find their gear (bags may look alike).
   • If there is inclement weather, load and secure participant gear and tents for safe keeping.

4. Saturday Route Assistance

   Saturday Route Assistance: The team may be asked to assist with the Saturday route.

5. Closing Ceremony Responsibilities

   Closing Ceremony Responsibilities: Load, secure, transport, unload and organize all participants’ gear from camp to the Closing Ceremony on Sunday.